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Abstract
Assuming that the chiral symmetry of the light degrees of freedom is real-
ized as the vector symmetry proposed by Georgi, we write down a chiral
Lagrangian for heavy mesons which incorporates both heavy quark and
vector symmetry. Some of the phenomenological implications of this idea
are considered.
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1 Introduction
The combination of heavy quark and chiral symmetries has turned out to be
a powerful tool to obtain model independent predictions for various processes.
In particular, the decays of a heavy meson into light pseudoscalars has been
considered in this framework and some interesting predictions for strong processes
as well as for electromagnetic transitions have been obtained [1].
This approach to heavy to light decays has been extended to light vector
mesons by using the approach of hidden symmetry [2]. In this approach the light
vector mesons are introduced as gauge bosons of a hidden symmetry which is
broken spontaneously to give masses to the light vector mesons [3, 4, 5]. In this
way one may implement chiral and Lorentz invariance in an elegant way; it has
been shown [3] that writing down all couplings allowed by these two symmetries
[6] yields the hidden symmetry Lagrangian. Including heavy mesons along the
lines proposed in [2], the resulting heavy-meson chiral Lagrangian has, however, a
large number of unknown coupling parameters, even to lowest order in the chiral
expansion.
It has has been pointed out by Georgi [7] that the hidden symmetry method
has an interesting limit in which additional symmetries occur. In this limit, the
so called vector limit, the chiral symmetry is in fact realized in an unbroken way,
the vector meson octett becomes massless and the scalar fields corresponding to
the longitudinal components of the vecor mesons become the chiral partners of
the pions. The phenomenology of this model has been worked out in some detail
[8].
In fact, there are arguments that this realization of chiral symmetry may be
obtained from the dynamics of QCD. Of course, it is impossible to trace what
happens to chiral symmetry once the scales become that low that one enters the
nonperurbative region of QCD, but at least the enlarged symmetry of the vector
limit, the so called vector symmetry, is compatible with the Nc → ∞ limit of
QCD, where Nc is the number of colors [7]. Another way such a limit may be
realized is the scenario of “mended symmetries” [9], which is envisaged to hold
sufficiently close to the chiral symmetry restoration point. Further arguments in
favour the vector limit have been given recently [10].
We shall adopt the point of view that the dynamics of QCD is indeed such that
reality is sufficiently close to the vector limit and that it may be used as a starting
point. In that case the enlarged symmetry in the vector limit yields a reduction
of the number of independent coupling constants, which may appear in the chiral
Lagrangian at low energies. In fact, in the vector limit the dynamics of the light
degrees of freedom (in this case the pions and the longitudinal components of the
light vector mesons) is determined solely by fpi, the pion decay constant.
However, in order to have a good description of data one has to take into
account the breaking of vector symmetry. For instance, the relation obtained
for the mass of the ρ meson is a factor
√
2 off from the usual KSRF relation,
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yielding a ρ mass which is a factor of
√
2 too large. This factor indicates the size
of corrections one has to expect when using the vector limit. Other examples are
the application of the vector limit to hadronic decays of D mesons [12] and to
intrinsic parity violating decays [11], where an agreement of similar quality has
been observed.
The coupling of the transverse components of the ρ meson breaks the enlarged
symmetry, and the above prediction for the ρ mass is obtained, if this coupling
is the only source of symmetry breaking. The situation may be improved by
including systematically other sources of vector symmetry breaking. This has
been studied in detail for the hadronic decays of the τ lepton [13] and for the
hadronic D meson decays [14, 15].
The present note extends the combination of heavy quark and chiral symme-
try to the case where the symmetry of the light degrees of freedom is the vector
symmetry. Due to the enlarged symmetry relations between the coupling con-
stants are obtained, which reduce the number of independent coupling constant
to only one in the vector limit. However, corrections to the vector limit may
be sizable and the predictions of the vector limit may obtain corrections factors
similar to the one for the ρ mass, namely a factor of
√
2. In the present note,
we shall not consider any symmetry breaking terms but shall explore only the
consequences of the symmetry limit.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shall recall the
concept of hidden and vector symmetry of the light degrees of freedom. In section
3 the coupling of the heavy mesons to the light degrees of freedom is considered
and the relations between coupling constants in the vector limit are given. Finally,
we shall discuss some phenomenological implications and conclude.
2 Hidden Symmetry and the Vector Limit
The chirally symmetric Lagrangian for the light pseudoscalars is conveniently
obtained from a nonlinear representation of the chiral SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R symmetry
[16]. It is defined in terms of a matrix field ξ
ξ = exp
(
i
f
π
)
π = πaT a Tr (T aT b) =
1
2
δab (1)
where T a denote the generators of SU(3) in the fundamental representation.
Under chiral SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R the field ξ transforms as
ξ → LξU † = UξR† L ∈ SU(3)L R ∈ SU(3)R (2)
The Lagrangian to lowest order (i.e. containing the lowest number of derivatives
of the fields) for the light pseudoscalar octett is as usual
L0 = f
2
4
Tr
{
(∂µΣ)
†(∂µΣ)
}
with Σ = ξ2, (3)
2
where f = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant.
To include also the light vector mesons the so called hidden symmetry ap-
proach has been proposed in [3]. This method amounts to insert an additional
“hidden” SU(3)H by defining matrix fields ΣL and ΣR which transform as
ΣL → LΣLh† L ∈ SU(3)L h ∈ SU(3)H (4)
ΣR → RΣRh† R ∈ SU(3)R h ∈ SU(3)H (5)
where SU(3)H is the so called hidden symmetry. The light vector mesons are
introduced as gauge fields of the local hidden SU(3)H ; since this group is spon-
taneously broken, the vector mesons will aquire a mass. This becomes evident
by expressing the two fields ΣL/R in terms of the field ξ
ΣL = ξ exp
(
i
f
s
)
s = saT a (6)
ΣR = ξ
† exp
(
i
f
s
)
(7)
The additional scalar fields s are the Goldstone bosons of the broken hidden
symmetry and will become the longitudinal components of the vector mesons.
The Lagrangian for the light pseudoscalars and the light vector mesons is
conveniently formulated in terms of the currents
Aµ = i
2
{
Σ†R∂µΣR − Σ†L∂µΣL
}
Aµ → hAµh† (8)
Vµ = i
2
{
Σ†R∂µΣR + Σ
†
L∂µΣL
}
Vµ → hVµh† + ih∂µh† (9)
and reads
L01 = −f 2Tr {AµAµ} − 1
2
Tr {FµνF µν} (10)
− af 2Tr {[Vµ − gV ρµ] [Vµ − gV ρµ]}
where ρ = ρaT a are the fields of the light vector mesons. Under the hidden
symmetry it transforms like a gauge field
ρµ → hρµh† + i
gV
h∂µh
†. (11)
Fµν is the ususal field strength tensor
Fµν = ∂µρν − ∂νρµ + gV [ρµ, ρν ]. (12)
This Lagrangian contains (aside from the pion decay constant f) the coupling
constant gV and the parameter a. These two parameters are fixed by the value
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of the coupling strength of the ρ to the pions gρpipi and the mass of the ρ meson.
One obtains for the two parameters in terms of the input
gρpipi =
a
2
gV m
2
ρ =
4
a
f 2g2ρpipi (13)
The choice of a = 2 yields the KSRF relation m2ρ = 2f
2gρpipi [17] which works
surprisingly well, while the gauge coupling is fixed for a = 2 to be gV = gρpipi ∼ 6.0.
It has been pointed out by Georgi [7] that for the choice a = 1 and in the limit
gV → 0, the symmetry of the system becomes enlarged to the so called vector
symmetry. The Lagrangian becomes in this limit
LV L = −f 2Tr {AµAµ + VµVµ} (14)
=
f 2
2
Tr
{
(∂µΣL)(∂
µΣL)
† + (∂µΣR)(∂
µΣR)
†
}
(15)
which has a global
SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)HL ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ SU(3)HR
SU(3)L+HL ⊗ SU(3)R+HR
symmetry which acts in the following way on the fields
ΣL → LΣLh†L L ∈ SU(3)L hL ∈ SU(3)HL (16)
ΣR → RΣRh†R R ∈ SU(3)R hR ∈ SU(3)HR . (17)
This means in particular, that for the light degrees of freedom there is an unbroken
chiral symmetry with parity doublets consisting of the pions and the longitudinal
components of the light vector mesons. This enlarged symmetry is broken by the
coupling of the transverse components of the vector mesons which act as gauge
bosons of the diagonal group HL + HR. The resulting Lagrangian is the same
as (10) with the choice a = 1. However, if this coupling is the only source of
vector symmetry breaking one obtains a mass for the vector mesons, which is a
factor 1.4 too large. This indicates that there have to be additional sources of
vector symmetry breaking, which will contribute substantially; still the limiting
case may be of some use to obtain an idea of the size of the coupling constants
considered below.
3 Coupling of Heavy Mesons
We are now ready to consider the coupling of the heavy mesons to the light pseu-
doscalar and vector mesons. We shall start by writing down the Lagrangian for
light pseudoscalar and vector mesons for the general case, including the coupling
of these light states to the heavy ground state spin symmetry doublet, and to an
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excited spin symmetry doublet, consisting of a 0+ and a 1+ state. We combine
the two heavy spin symmetry doublets into two fields [1]
H(v) =
√
mH
2
(1 + /v)
(
−γ5P + P ∗µγµ
)
P
∗ · v = 0 (18)
for the (0−, 1−) spin symmetry doublet
K(v) =
√
mH
2
(1 + /v)
(
−S + S∗µγµγ5
)
S
∗ · v = 0 (19)
for the (0+, 1+) spin symmetry doublet
which transfrom as
H(v)→ H(v)h† K(v)→ K(v)h† (20)
under SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ SU(3)H .
In leading order the most general Lagrangian consistent with hidden symme-
try and spin symmetry is then given by
L2 = Tr
[
H¯α(iv ·Dβα)Hβ
]
− Tr
[
K¯α(iv ·Dβα)Kβ
]
+gHTr
[
H¯αHβγ5 /Aβα
]
+ gKTr
[
K¯αKβγ5 /Aβα
]
+g′HTr
[
H¯αHβ(/Vβα − gV /ρβα)
]
+ g′KTr
[
K¯αKβ(/Vβα − gV /ρβα)
]
+λVTr
[
H¯αKβ(/Vβα − gV /ρβα)
]
+ h.c.
+λATr
[
H¯αKβ /Aβα
]
+ h.c. (21)
where we have written the SU(3)H indices explicitly,
Dαβµ = δ
αβ∂µ + igV ρ
αβ is a covariant derivative of SU(3)H and the trace is to
be taken with respect to the dirac matrix structure. This is the Lagrangian as
it was written down in [2]. It is expressed in terms of six independent couplings
gH , gK , g
′
H, g
′
K , λV , λA, which need to be fixed from some experimental input.
In the vector limit the chiral SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R symmetry is unbroken and
hence chiral partners of the heavy particles have to show up. Obviously one may
not use a similar construction as for the light states, since it makes no sense to
consider the massless limit of the heavy states. The way we shall proceed here
is to introduce the chiral partners directly, i.e. we shall combine the 0− and the
0+ state into a parity doublet, while the 1− and the 1+ state form another parity
doublet. From the heavy quark limit it follows that the splitting between spin
symmetry partners is of order ΛQCD, while from heavy quark symmetry alone one
expects that the splitting between the 0− and the 0+ state should be a constant,
which is independent of the heavy quark mass and related to vector symmetry
breaking. Thus in the combined heavy quark and vector limit, all four states
should be degenerate.
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It is convenient to define left and right handed heavy fields as
HL = (H +K)
1− γ5
2
(22)
HR = (H +K)
1 + γ5
2
(23)
which transform under SU(3)R ⊗ SU(3)HR ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)HL as
HL → HLh†L HR → HRh†R (24)
The most general lagragian which embodies the enlarged symmetry of the
vector limit is then simply given by
LV L2 = −Tr
[
H¯αL(iv · ∂)HαL/v
]
− Tr
[
H¯αR(iv · ∂)HαR/v
]
+gTr
[
H¯αLH
β
L(/Vβα − /Aβα)
]
+ gTr
[
H¯αRH
β
R(/Vβα + /Aβα)
]
(25)
where g is given by the H∗Hπ coupling. Thus the enlarged symmetry forces all
the six coupling constants appearing in (21) to become equal
g = gH = gK = g
′
H = g
′
K = λV = λA (26)
The relations (26) remain true, if the vector limit is only broken by the gauge
coupling of the light vector mesons. However, it is known that there are other
sources of vector symmetry breaking, which are large and will affect the relation
(26). Thus (26) is likely to receive large corrections, but it still may be useful for
a first guess.
4 Phenomenology
In this section we shall discuss the phenomenological implications of the combined
heavy quark and vector symmetry. First we consider strong decays. Off the vector
limit the coupling constant g is determined from the strong decays D∗ → Dπ.
The total rates for these decays are given by
Γ(D∗+ → D0π+) = g
2
96m3D∗πf
2
[
(m2D∗ − (mD +mpi)2)(m2D∗ − (mD −mpi)2)
]3/2
(27)
Γ(D∗+ → D+π0) = g
2
192m3D∗πf
2
[
(m2D∗ − (mD +mpi)2)(m2D∗ − (mD −mpi)2)
]3/2
.(28)
Experimentally only an upper bound for these decays is known [19]
Γ(D∗+ → D0π+) < 72 keV(90% CL) (29)
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from which one obtains |g| < 0.63 [1]. In the vector limit one predicts that this
coupling is the same for the D∗Dρ vertex, at least for the longitudinal compo-
nents. However, this vertex cannot mediate a real decay due to phase space.
From the above Lagrangian one also predicts that the strong decayD1(2420)→
D(∗)π is governed by the same coupling constant g. In terms of this coupling con-
stant we have
Γ(D1(2420)
0 → D+π−) = Γ(D1(2420)0 → D∗+π−) (30)
=
g2mD∗
32m4D1πf
2
[
(m2D1 − (m∗D +mpi)2)(m2D1 − (m∗D −mpi)2)
]3/2
This decays has been seen, but no branching fraction has been measured. Based
on present data we have [18]
Γ(D1(2420)→ D(∗)π) < Γtot(D1(2420)) = 20+7−6 MeV (31)
If we use the measured values for the masses, we extract a limit on |g| which is
stronger than the one from D∗+ → D0π+, namely |g| < 0.35. This, however,
includes already symmetry breaking effects due to the mass difference between
the D∗ and the D1. The result depends on the third power of the pion three
momentum |~pcms| in the cms frame, which is a factor of nine larger in the D1
decay than in the D∗ decay. The standard procedure to correct for phase space
effects is to divide out a factor 2|~pcms|/mD, which gives in the present comparison
|g| < 1.0. However, this is somewhat arbitrary; a comparison between the two
results for the decay constants needs to be more sophisticated and has to take
into account symmetry breaking.
The enlarged symmetry has also consequences for weak decays. For the decay
constants defined as
〈0|q¯γµ(1− γ5)Qv|Hv(0−)〉 = iFHmHvµ (32)
〈0|q¯γµ(1− γ5)Qv|Kv(0+)〉 = −iFKmKvµ (33)
one obtains the prediction FH = FK in the vector limit. This prediction is
somewhat counterintuitive, if one has a wave function model for the mesons in
mind. The 0+ and 1+ states are both P -wave states in a wave function picture
of the heavy-light meson, while the 0− and 1− states are S-waves. Furthermore,
in such a picture the decay constants are proportinal to the wave function at
the origin, in other words, it should vanish for the P meson states. However, in
real life this means that FH is larger than FK and a difference between the two
constants from the point of vector symmetry has to be attributed to symmetry
breaking, which is known to be sizable.
Let us now consider semileptonic decays of heavy mesons into light ones. In
the vector limit, the transverse components of the light vector particles decouple,
and hence the decays into transversely polarized light vector mesons should be
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E653 [21] E691 [22] MARK III [23]
ΓL/ΓT 1.18± 0.18± 0.08 1.8+0.6−0.4 ± 0.3 0.5+1.0+0.1−0.1−0.2
Table 1: Measurements of ΓL/ΓT in D → K∗ℓν.
suppressed compared to the decay rate into longitudinally polarized light vectors.
Furthermore, the rate for longitudinally polarized vector mesons should become
equal to the rate into pseudoscalar mesons [20].
However, this cannot be true for over the whole phase space available, since
the total rates for semileptonic D decays do not support this picture. In table
1 we show the data for the ratio ΓL/ΓT for the decay D → K∗eν from different
experiments. In the scenario considered above we would expect ΓL/ΓT ≫ 1,
which is not consistent with the measurements. In addition, the ratio of decay
rates
R =
Γ(D → K∗eν)
Γ(D → Keν) ==
ΓT + ΓL
Γ(D → Keν) (34)
is experimentally R = 0.51 ± 0.18 in the neutral D decays and R = 0.74 ± 0.19
in the charegd D decays. From the vector limit one would conclude that R ∼ 1,
with the real value being less than unity due to the small ratio ΓL/Γ(D → Keν),
but even for the measured values of ΓL/ΓT ∼ 1.2 the ratio R is inconsistent with
the above picture.
However, chiral symmetry is expected to be valid only for sufficiently soft light
particles. This assumption is not valid over the whole phase space in semileptonic
heavy to light decays. Neglecting the mass of the light particle, the maximal
energy of the light meson is Emax = mH/2, which becomes large in the heavy mass
limit. The description based on the chiral limit is certainly valid only close to the
kinematic point, where the energy of the light particle is small, E ∼ ΛQCD, and
the problems dicsussed above for the total rate may be related to the inadequacy
of the chiral limit in most of the phase space. In order to test this one has to
compare the lepton spectra of the decays into pseudoscalar and vector mesons.
Defining the form factors for the semileptonic decays according to
〈K(p)|s¯γµ(1− γ5)hv|H(v)〉 = F+(mHvµ + pµ) (35)
〈K(p, ε)|s¯γµ(1− γ5)hv|H(v)〉 = mHεµFA1 +mH(v · ε)vµFA2 + iǫµνρσενvρpσF V(36)
where form factors proportional to qµ = mHvµ−pµ have been omitted. Neglecting
the mass of the light meson one obtains for the differential rates
dΓ0(D
0 → K+eν)
dz
=
G2Fm
5
D
192π3
|Vcs|2z3|F+|2 (37)
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dΓL(D
0 → K+∗eν)
dz
=
G2Fm
5
D
192π3
|Vcs|2 1
4r2∗
z3
[
FA1 +
z
2
FA2
]2
(38)
dΓT (D
0 → K+∗eν)
dz
=
G2Fm
5
D
192π3
|Vcs|2(1− z)z
[
2(FA1 )
2 +
z2
2
(F V )2
]
(39)
where z = 2(vp)/mH. Note that in the longitudinal rate the dependence on
r∗ = mH/mK∗ has to be kept, since the longitudinal rate behaves as 1/m
2
K∗.
Approaching the vector limit, the longitudinal rate has to have a finite limit and
one obtains the following relation between the form factors [20]
mDF
A
1 + (v · p)FA2 = 2gV fF+. (40)
Together with the form factor F+ which may be derived from the chiral La-
grangian [1]
F+ = − FD
2FK
(
1 + g
mD − v · p
v · p+mDs −mD
)
(41)
one obtains a prediction for the shape of the spectra, which should hold for not
too large energies of the light meson.
Finally, it is worth to mention that the implications of vector symmetry for
nonleptonic weak decays of heavy mesons have also been considered [12, 14, 15],
with the result that the relations between the various decay rates are within a
factor 2 in agreement with data.
5 Conclusions
Combining heavy quark and chiral symmetry in its conventinal form has lead to
many interesting predictions. However, in the conventional formulation of the
chiral Lagrangian for the light degrees of freedom only the pions appear, but for
phenomenological applications it is desirable to have also the light vector mesons
in the Lagrangian for the light degrees of freedom.
The light vector mesons may be introduced by writing down all coupling terms
allowed by chiral and Lorentz invariance; this, however, leads to a proliferation of
unknown coupling constants in the heavy-meson chiral Lagrangian, which need
to be fixed from experimental input.
If chiral symmetry is indeed realized in an unbroken way and the vector limit
may be used as a starting point, the symmetry becomes larger than in the con-
ventional picture. Although it is still obscure, whether and how this enlarged
symmetry is generated from QCD, it is still a useful tool to reduce the number
of independent coupling constants once the light vector mesons are introduced.
Vector symmetry leads to a relation between the matrix elements involving
light pseudoscalars and longitudinal components of light vector mesons. However,
for the heavy particles, vector symmetry has to be realized in a different way, since
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the vector limit corresponds to the massless limit for the light mesons. We have
chosen to have an explicit representation of the unbroken symmetry for the heavy
mesons, such that we have degenerate parity doublets for the heavy states. We
have included the heavy ground state spin symmetry doublet for the mesons and
a spin symmetry doublet of excited, positive parity mesons, which we identified
with the chiral partners of the ground state spin symmetry doublet. Due to
the enlarged symmetry, the Lagrangian with this set of fields still has only one
unknown coupling constant, which is the same as the one appearing in the ususal
chiral Lagrangian and which is related to the H∗Hπ vertex.
The comparison of this idea with phenomenology shows that large symmetry
breaking will be present. The symetry breaking effects have been parameterized
for the light degrees of freedom [8, 13] and a similar approach may be taken for
heavy light systems as well. However, a more detailed comparison in order to
determine the size of symmetry breaking has to wait until better data become
available.
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